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Grey House Publishing Announces the Release of
FPequities: Preferreds & Derivatives, 2016
Grey House Canada is proud to announce its newest publication, Financial Post Equities‐ Preferreds
& Derivatives. This title is the first to be published by Grey House Publishing Canada and is organized into
four main sections: Introduction, Preferred Shares, Ratings, and Derivatives.
Starting with Introductory material, this section includes tables and charts from Liquidity in the
Canadian Fixed‐Income Market by the Bank of Canada’s Canadian Fixed‐Income Forum, and pages from
the January 2016 Canadian Preferred Shares Report released by Raymond James Ltd; The Preferred Shares
section lists outstanding publicly and privately held preferred shares with detailed descriptions of their
features. Separate tables list convertible, exchangeable, and retractable preferred share issues; The
Ratings section consists of ratings supplied by Dominion Bond Rating Service Limited, dated May 9, 2016
(listed by company and rating); and The Derivatives section which covers four distinct areas: Preferred
Securities‐ also called hybrid securities as they contain features of both debt and preferred shares,
Structured products‐ trusts created to hold a portfolio of a single or group of similar companies, Income
Trusts‐ which are presented in a tabular format with each entity listed alphabetically within their area of
operations, and Warrants‐ which are publicly traded and are outstanding that are listed by expiry date.
For the past 80 years, the Financial Post Data Group has been Canada’s #1 source for corporate and
financial information on publicly traded companies. The Financial Post provides detailed financial and
securities data, directory information, and media monitoring on thousands of Canadian public companies,
and is known for producing the golden standard of publications for the Canadian financial services industry.
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This edition, the first to be published by Grey House Publishing Canada, also contains added
front matter: excerpted tables and charts from Liquidity in the Canadian Fixed‐Income Market by the
Bank of Canada’s Canadian Fixed‐Income Forum, and pages from the January 2016 Canadian Preferred
Shares Report released by Raymond James Ltd.
Don’t delay! Order now to take advantage of this volumes outstanding information on publicly
and privately held shares, ratings of companies, and derivatives.
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